
by Sarah Major
the right brained teacher

   Activities included:
   • Bingo – instant word recognition
   • Go fish – reading sight words
   • Sight word sentences to illustrate – comprehension enrichment
   • Fill in the blank with a sight word – for comprehension
   • Making phrases with sight words – for comprehension and correct usage
   • Sound manipulation or word morph – for phonemic awareness
   • Word searches in many levels – recognition
   • Crossword puzzles in more advanced levels – comprehension
   • Word wall games – to practice higher level thinking, comprehension, opposites, synonyms, etc.
   • Write about it – colored illustrations that serve as writing prompts for the children
   • ABC order – alphabetic principle
   • Making words tactilely – phonics: to study the structure of words including more complex sound spellings
   • Assessment – for measuring accuracy and reading fluency
   • Sentence Unscramble – Each activity reviews all the words 
   • Plain word wall words to coincide with the SnapWords® studied
   • Tracking charts to record each student’s progress
   • Certificates of achievement    

Beyond Sight Words Activities - C Level 1

A Companion to SnapWords® List C

Activities to help children:

• study 59 sight words (Dolch & more)
• learn to use the word correctly
• learn 418 related words
• learn to write the words by heart
• analyze the words

• find words with similar spelling 
patterns

• combine words to make sentences

After all, reading is so much more 
than sight word recognition!
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HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE
The color of this unit is GOLD to coordinate with our SnapWords® List C goldfish theme. The SnapWords® 
included in this unit provide the basis for all the word studies in this Beyond Sight Words Level.

• You will have already purchased SnapWords® List C.
• Display all of the words from one Section at one time. My students always learned far more quickly when we 
had more words displayed. I still would focus on the word for the day, but a whole lot of passive learning went 
on because the other words were displayed! 
• Teach the words, referring to the Teaching Notes as needed (see Table of Contents).
• As the children show instant word recognition using the picture side of the cards, remove the picture cards 
and display the plain word wall words. I would recommend switching one word at a time rather than changing 
all the words at once. This will ensure the children are comfortable and confident.
• Once the children can read the plain words pretty well, move to the word recognition games.
• Next, complete the comprehension activities.
• The phonemic awareness activities can be done more than once. Keep in mind that very visual, right-brained 
learners will not do as well with word segmentation and other activities because these children tend to be 
stronger in whole word activities, so please don’t stress over this part!
• Branch out into the word wall games, and then do ABC order when desired.
• Finally, use the writing prompts to provide an opportunity for the children to use the words they have 
learned in a meaningful way.
• Optionally, conduct a scavenger hunt for the words in newspapers, books or magazines so children will see 
how frequently their words appear in “real print!” Relevancy is super important to right-brained learners.
• Use the reading assessment piece to check the students individually on their ability to read the words they 
have learned within a context of a sentence. You may time them as you wish and record number of 
correct words. This is also a great opportunity to pay attention to each child’s reading habits, his or her areas of 
strength, where he or she stumbles, and to highlight exactly what each child needs to have strengthened.
• Use the tracking chart to record the words and skills learned by each child. I kept my assessment sheet and 
charts on a clipboard so I could grab them at random times and quickly assess a child.
• The tracking chart could be used as desired to share their child’s progress with parents.
• Print out and award certificates as each child successfully completes this unit of work!
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Here is the skinny on each level:
Beyond Sight Words, Section 1 teaches 90 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “AFTER, 
HER, GOING, GIVING, BRING, MAN, HAD, OLD, COLD, HOLD, TOLD, WAS.” Additional 78 words are related by 
word family or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and 
word families included: OLD, ING, AN, AD. Digraphs and blends: ST, CL, FL, PL, GL. 

Beyond Sight Words, Section 2 teaches 70 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “BEGAN, 
BETTER, FOR, FIND, KIND, OFF, OVER, NEVER, NEXT, SOON, UNDER, WERE.” Additional 58 words are related 
by word family or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and 
word families included: AR (ending), AR (middle of word), OO. Digraphs and blends: SP, ST, DR. 

Beyond Sight Words, Section 3 teaches 57 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “OTHER, 
ANOTHER, LIVE, GIVE, MADE, CAME, WHERE, THERE, OH, THINK, RIDE, VERY.” Additional 45 words are related 
by word family or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and 
word families included: VE, INK, ADE. Digraphs and blends: ST, BL PL, TH, GL, SP, TR. 

Beyond Sight Words, Section 4 teaches 91 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “AROUND, 
FOUND, HOW, OWN, KNOW, BEFORE, MORE, THESE, THOSE, MUCH, WHICH, PICK.” Additional 79 words are re-
lated by word family or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings 
and word families included: OU, OW. Digraphs and blends: ST, GR, ND, CL, BL, SL, SH, THR, FL, CR, SN.

Beyond Sight Words, Section 5 teaches 109 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “DAY, 
DON’T, DIDN’T, FIRST, HARD, SOME, DOES, GONE, LONG, WALK, AGAIN.” Additional 98 words are related by 
word family or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and 
word families included: IR, AR ending. Digraphs and blends: ST, FL, SH, WH, SK, SM, SQU, TH, CH, SC, SP. 

SKILLS
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HOW TO TEACH “AFTER”

Show the children the SnapWords® card for AFTER. Extend your hands in front of you, one following 
after the other and say, “The trailer comes after the car.” In this word, each sound is easily heard, except for the E that 
precedes the final R. So rather than expecting the children to memorize the spelling of AFTER, and instead of using letter 
names, get the students to focus on the SOUNDS that make up this word. Utilize the highly effective tool of pattern-
seeking by identifying words that end in ER, where all you can hear is the “rrrr” of the R. Write these words under 
AFTER in a column: UNDER, OVER, OUTER, INNER, UPPER, RUNNER, FAKER, SLEEPER, EATER, WRITER, 
and any others you desire to add.

Next, have the children study the image for AFTER and then ask them to close their eyes and see the word and picture in 
their minds. When they have imagined AFTER, have them open their eyes and write the word on their whiteboards from 
what they saw in their imaginations. The visualization practice can replace ineffectual memorization of word spellings. 
If children are trained to rely on hearing the sounds in words, seeing the word in their minds, and learning some spelling 
patterns, the need for memorization will vanish. 

Sentences to write and illustrate could include: “I will eat after I play.” “He ran after me.” “My dog will come after me.” 
“After I make a cake I will make pizza.”

after

HOW TO TEACH “GOING”

Show the children the SnapWords® for GOING. Make arm movements like you are chugging along 
and say, “The train is going fast.” Talk about the details of the picture, such as the fact that the steam is going out of the 
dot of the I, and which letters have wheels attached to them. Cover up the ING and let the children see at a glance the root 
of the word: GO. 

Do visual imprinting again, just as you did with AFTER, and ask the children to write GOING on their whiteboards.

Sentences are easy to make with GOING. “I am going to play now.” “We are going to work here.” “He is going to read 
a book.” Point out for comprehension sake that when you use GOING in a sentence like those you are talking about, it 
means something you have not done yet, but are planning to do. Sometimes you use GOING to refer to what you are 
doing now: “I am going fast.”

going

HOW TO TEACH “HER”

Show the children the SnapWords® for HER. You can relate this word back to AFTER and the study 
you did of final ER in that lesson. Point to a girl in your class and say, “I choose her.” Do visual imprinting, and with eyes 
closed, ask the children how many children are in the picture, which ones are boys? Write HER on whiteboards. 

For this word, the lesson can consist of possessive tense. Talk to your students about how we talk about things belonging 
to various people. For example, “This is HER book, not HIS book. It is HER book, not THEIR book, nor YOUR book.” 
The children can have fun with the concept of belonging if you make it into a game. Have them take a sheet of paper and 
draw stick figures in these configurations: 1- boy, 2- girl, 3- a group, 4- a pair of kids. Next, they can draw and cut out 
a couple of things (book, ball, phone, star, etc.) Now, they can place an object by one of the four groups. Next they will 
label their choice: “This is her ball” if placed by number 2, “This is his ball” if placed by number 1, “This is their ball” if 
placed by 3, and finally, “this is your ball” when placed by 4.

her
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HOW TO TEACH “BRING”

Show the children the SnapWords® for BRING.  Pretend to carry a pie in front of you and say, “I will 
bring a pie for dessert.” This word is interesting because it ends with ING like GOING did, but BR is not a word by itself! 
Point out that the B at the front is the lady carrying the pie, and if you take her off the word, what you have left is RING. 
Do visual imprinting and practice writing BRING on whiteboards. Generate other similar words to write such as SING, 
PING, ZING, STRING, SPRING, STING.

Practice writing BRING in sentences to illustrate: “I can bring my dog.” “Mom said I can bring my toy.” “I am going to 
bring my book to school.”

bring

HOW TO TEACH “GIVING”

Show the children the SnapWords® for GIVING. Reach forward as though handing someone a present 
and say, “I am giving out presents.” Ask the children to really study the picture and who the various letters are. The V, for 
instance, is holding the presents, while the two I’s are found right in the middle of the bows of the girls who are handing 
out presents. How many children are receiving the presents? Three. Do visual imprinting and practice writing.

The lesson for GIVING is of course adding ING to words that normally end with an E. If we don’t take the E off the end, 
we will have GIVEING, which introduces a really interesting vowel pair in the middle of the word. Usually with vowel 
pairs, we end up with a long vowel sound, I or E. The word might sound like GIVAYING or something equally strange. 
Other words to practice adding ing to include: LIVE- LIVING, DIVE- DIVING, CAVE- CAVING, PAVE- PAVING, 
WAVE- WAVING, BAKE- BAKING, SAVE- SAVING.

giving

HOW TO TEACH “MAN”

Show the children the SnapWords® for MAN. This word is easy-pacheesie. Pretend to pull out your 
pocket watch to see the time and say, “The man is going to work.” Do visual imprinting and writing, and then you could 
elect to use MAN to do some phonemic awareness exercises. Have the children write MAN at the top of their whiteboard, 
and then say, “Change MAN to CAN. Now change CAN to TAN. TAN to PAN. What would you need to do to PAN to 
make it say PLAN?” Focus on the sounds in the word and if needed, assign one sound to each finger so the children can 
identify exactly where the L goes. Once they have written PLAN and have checked for accuracy by sounding out what 
they have written, say “Change PLAN to CLAN. Now change CLAN to LAND.” Again, have the children focus on the 
sounds of the word CLAN. When they say LAND, what is the first sound they hear? The L. So they will need to lose the 
C. Now they have LAN. What do they hear at the end of LAND? D. So they will be able to identify the letter to add to the 
end of LAN to make LAND. Say, “Now change LAND to SAND. SAND to HAND.” Continue on like this only as long 
as the children are engaged.

man
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HOW TO TEACH “COLD”

Show the children the SnapWords® for COLD. Point out the snow sitting on top of each letter and 
shiver as you say, “Those letters must be cold!” Of course this word is no longer new because of the work the children just 
did on OLD, so focus on using the word COLD, and maybe practice opposites during this lesson. Do visual imprinting 
and writing, and then play a game in which you say a word and toss a bean bag to a child who will give you the opposite 
for the word. Ideas include: cold/hot, up/down, in/out, over/under, top/bottom, wet/dry, soft/hard, smooth/rough, sweet/
sour, dark/light, fat/thin, wide/ narrow, stop/go, and so forth.

cold

HOW TO TEACH “HAD”

Show the children the SnapWords® for HAD. Pretend to look inside a purse and say, “She had a lot of 
money in her purse.” Notice from the picture that the lady with the purse was walking along not realizing her purse was 
open and the money was blowing out. Let the children have time to study the picture, noticing the H is the lady, while the 
D is the man who is amazed at all the money blowing around on the street. Do visual imprinting and practice writing.

Because HAD is a very easy word, you may either do phonemic awareness activities by replacing sounds (HAD, SAD, 
SAM, PAM, PAT, SAT, SPAT, SLAT, SLAP, CLAP, CLAM, SLAM, SPAM) or focus on the past tense of the word HAVE. 
Use sentences that contrast in order to teach the past tense of HAVE. “I HAVE a dog. She HAD a dog but he got lost.” “I 
HAD a pencil, but now I HAVE 2.” “I HAD to work, and now I HAVE to stop.”

had

HOW TO TEACH “OLD”

Show the children the SnapWords® for OLD. This word is fun. Pretend to hobble away as you lean on 
a cane and say, “They are so old.” The picture makes this word easy because the two tall letters are each an old person. 
After doing visual imprinting and writing, generate together a family of words that ends in OLD: BOLD, SOLD, COLD, 
MOLD, HOLD, TOLD, FOLD, GOLD, SCOLD).

Sentences using OLD could include: “I am not old.” “My bike is old; I am going to get a new one.” “We have an old dog 
and a new dog.” “I have an old backpack.”

old
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HOW TO TEACH “HOLD”

Show the children the SnapWords® for HOLD. Position your arms as they appear in the picture and 
say, “We can hold it.” Of course here is another OLD cousin, so this lesson should be super easy. Do visual imprinting and 
practice writing. Let the children make the O into something that the two children are holding if you would like to.
Sentences to write might include: “I can hold my dog.” “Hold on, and I will come with you.” “I got to hold the baby.”

hold

HOW TO TEACH “WAS”

Show the children the SnapWords® for WAS. Hook your thumbs together with your fingers stretched 
out like butterfly wings and say, “This butterfly was a caterpillar.” In other Beyond Sight Words units, we studied the AH 
sound of A that appears in WAS. It was also in WANT in Level 4, WHAT in Level 8, and SAW in Level 9. The words 
FATHER, WHAT, and WATER also have the AH sound of A. The final S sounds like a Z just as it does in IS.

Ask the children to close their eyes and see WAS in their imaginations, then open and write what they saw in their minds. 
Mention that WAS is the past tense of IS, which they learned a long time ago. Some suggested sentences to practice with 
include: “Mom was at work, but now she is home.” “The dog was little, but now he is big.”

was

HOW TO TEACH “TOLD”

Show the children the SnapWords® for TOLD. Gesture as you say, “She told her parents all about it.” 
This word is another member of the OLD family! If you are collecting words that are in the past tense, this one will be a 
good one to add to the list as the past tense of TELL. TOLD is what we say when we already did the telling.

Do visual imprinting and practice writing as desired. And then have the children make up sentences that use TOLD and 
illustrate them. Examples include: “I told you not to sit on that.” “Mom told me to give you this.” “When I told my dog to 
sit, he did.” 

told
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C-1
GO FISH cards: photocopy or print, then cut apart four sets to make 
one deck of cards. Best when printed on card stock and laminated.

SnapWords® 

bringafter cold

goinggiving had
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SnapWords® 
GO FISH cards: Page 2. C-1

holdher man

toldold was
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Child will read the sentences below and draw a picture to illustrate each sentence.
 (Additional words to know: horse, ride, food, colt, apple).

Name____________________________________

After I ride my horse, I am giving him food.

C-1
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C-1Child will read the sentences below and draw a picture to illustrate each sentence.
Page 2.

Name____________________________________

I can bring my horse to see you!
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Name____________________________________

My horse had a colt. It is going to be my horse, too.

C-1
Child will read the sentences below and draw a picture to illustrate each sentence.
Page 3.
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Name____________________________________

I am giving my horse an apple to eat.

C-1Child will read the sentences below and draw a picture to illustrate each sentence.
Page 4.
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C-1Fill-in-the-Blank
Instructions:
Each box contains some sentences with missing words. Print and cut out both boxes for 
each child. Children will use the words provided to fill in the blanks. This will assess their 
comprehension of the sentences.

Answers:

Box 1: 
 You are going after me. 
 I was going to bring her. 
 The man had a bad cold. 
 I told you to bring her. 
 We had an old car. 

Skills: reading comprehension, writing practice.

 

 BOX 1

      Name________________________

  

1. You are going ___________ me. 
      (after, man, bring)

2. I was __________ to bring her. 
      (going, giving, had)

3. The _________ had a bad cold.
      (told, man, was)

4. I told you to ____________ her.
     (bring, going, after)

5. We _____________ an old car.
     (her, was, had)
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C-1Fill-in-the-Blank
Instructions:
Each box contains some sentences with missing words. Print and cut out both boxes for 
each child. Children will use the words provided to fill in the blanks. This will assess their 
comprehension of the sentences.

Answers:

Box 2:
 The old man was cold. 
 We told her he was giving up.
 Mom is giving me a horse.
 Will you hold this for me? 
 He was old and cold. 

Skills: reading comprehension, writing practice.

 

 BOX 2 
      
      Name________________________

  

1. The old man was ______________. 
      (cold, feet, wake)

2. We ____her he was giving up. 
      (told, man, was)

3. Mom is ___________ me a horse.
      (going, giving, had)

4. Will you __________ this for me?
     (have, hold, help)

5. He was ______ and cold.
     (old, far, not)
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C-1MAKING PHRASES - Teacher Copy 
Print copies of page 35 for the students. They will use the word bank provided to fill in the blanks. They will 
put one letter on each line. The first letter of each word is provided for them. 
The teacher answer key is below. The words the students will supply are in gold.

1.  He’s going to bring it.

2.  It was her old doll.

3.  The man told us.

4.  Her book was old.

5.  He is giving me a cold!
   

6.  I had a good hold on it.

7.  Come after me.

after bring cold giving going
had her her hold man
old old told was

Word Bank

Answer Key:
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Use the words in the word bank for 
clues in filling in the missing letters. 
Each row will make a phrase or 
sentence when completed. Please 
use all the words in the word bank, 
putting one letter on each line. 
The first letters are filled in for you. 
Cross out each word as you use it.

Name _________________________________MAKING PHRASES

WORD BANK

He’s   g __ __ __ __    to    b __ __ __ __    it.
 

It   w __ __    h __ __    o __ __    doll.
 

The    m __ __    t __ __ __    us.

H __ __    book  was    o __ __.

He  is   g __ __ __ __ __    me  a    c __ __ __!

I   h __ __   a  good    h __ __ __    on  it.    
 

Come    a __ __ __ __     me.

after bring cold giving going
had her her hold man
old old told was
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C-1

The word is OLD The word is BRING The word is HAD

Add a sound to make: COLD Change the first sounds to 
make: SING Change HAD to: HID

Change the first sound to 
make: BOLD

Change the first sound to 
make: RING Change HID to: HOD

Change the first sound to 
make: TOLD Change RING to: DING Change HOD to: HUD

Change the first sound to 
make: SOLD Change DING to: STING Change HUD to: HED

Change the word to make: 
OLD Change STING to: BRING Change HED to: HAD

Do this exercise orally first, and then use whiteboards to practice. Children will write their answer, and then hold up their 
whiteboards for you to quickly check.

When doing this game, use the SOUND of each letter rather than saying the letter names. With letters like B, T, P, etc, the 
tendency is to pronounce them like this: “BUH, TUH, PUH,” which actually are two sounds together: the initial consonant combined 
with the short vowel sound of U. So instead of BUH, you would sound just the very short b. We will write it like this: /b/ (“sound of b”).

Ask the students to write the words in columns. They could underline the common spelling in each word after they have written 
each column. For example, in column 1, they would underline the OLD, while in column 2 they would underline ING, and in the third 
column, they would underline H and D.  Skill: phonemic awareness.
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SnapWords® 
• Print the following pages, cut each page into its columns, then cut each column into separate words. Get 4 zip bags and put two 
columns into each one. Each zip bag should contain two groups of words that are related. 
• To prepare a center, give each pair of children one baggie. Their task will be to separate the words into two groups. They will 
then explain the logic behind how they sorted the words. Talk together about how the words change in meaning just by adding 
a silent letter at the end. Extend the activity by having the children draw a simple picture to illustrate some of the words, before 
and after. Skill: problem-solving and alphabetic principle. 

C-1

man mane car care

her here at ate

cut cute us use

war ware for fore

can cane sit site
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or ore

mit mite

not note

hid hide

cap cape

Page 2.

SnapWords® C-1

fin fine

bit bite

tap tape

kit kite

cop cope
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SnapWords® 

g m

Making Words 2

f
t

Print a page for each child. Cut out the game pieces after laminating the sheet 
as desired. Tell them you are going to say a word and they will need to find 
the letter that is the first sound they hear in the word. When they have found 
it, they will move it close to the goldfish. Say the new words together as the 
children make them.

C-1

old
s

c
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SnapWords® 

st

Making Words 2

d
r

C-1

ing
s

cl
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SnapWords® 

m

Making Words 2

fl
t

C-1

an
c

pl
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SnapWords® 

gl m

Making Words 2

t

C-1

ad
s

cl
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Print the sight words on pages 50 and following, cut them apart, then display in a 
pocket chart in alphabetical order. As you practice finding each word on the word wall, 
the children will enjoy writing the words on whiteboards. For assessment of word 
recognition, call out a word and have the children locate it on the word wall and then 
write it on paper for you to check later. I usually timed this assessment to coincide with a 
weekly spelling assessment.

C-1

Activity One:
1.   Find and write WAS.
2.   Find and write HER.
3.   Find and write BRING.
4.   Find and write HOLD.
5.   Find and write COLD.
6.   Find and write MAN.
7.   Find and write 

GIVING.
8.   Find and write OLD.
9.   Find and write 

GOING.
10.  Find and write TOLD.
11.  Find and write HAD. 
12. Find and write

AFTER.

Activity Two:
1.   Find the word that is the opposite of IS. (WAS)
2.   Find the word that is the opposite of HIM. (HER)
3.   Find the word that is the opposite of TAKE. (BRING)
4.   Find the word that is the opposite of DROP. (HOLD)
5.   Find the word that is the opposite of HOT. (COLD)
6.   Find the word that is the opposite of LADY. (MAN)
7.   Find the word that is the opposite of TAKING. (GIVING)
8.   Find the word that is the opposite of NEW. (OLD)
9.   Find the word that is the opposite of COMING. (GOING)
10.  Find the word that is the opposite of BEFORE. (AFTER)
11.  Fill in the two missing words: “She ___ us we ___ to do all our work 

before we could play.” (TOLD, HAD)

Activity Three:
1.   Find a word that rhymes with STIR. (HER)
2.   Find a word that rhymes with STRING. (BRING)
3.   Find a word that rhymes with PLAN. (MAN)
4.   Find a word that rhymes with LIVING. (GIVING)
5.   Find a word that rhymes with SEWING. (GOING)
6.   Find a word that rhymes with BRAD. (HAD)
7.   Find a word that rhymes with LAUGHTER. (AFTER)
8.   Find all four of the words that rhyme with SOLD. (HOLD, COLD, OLD, TOLD)
9.   Find a word that rhymes with BUZZ. (WAS)

SnapWords® Word Wall Games
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C-1Write About It!

Name____________________________________

Title ________________________________________________________
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C-1Write About It!
Name____________________________________

Title ________________________________________________________
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Write About It!
Name____________________________________

Title ________________________________________________

C-1
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Write About It!
Name____________________________________

Title ________________________________________________________

C-1
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 SnapWords® ABC Order
Print out copies of this page so that you have 1 set of words for each child. One page 
is enough for 3 children. Children can cut their words apart and practice putting them 
in ABC order: bring, cold, giving, going, had, her, hold, man, old, told, was.

was was was
bring bring bring
told told told
cold cold cold
old old old

giving giving giving
man man man
going going going
hold hold hold
had had had
her her her

C-1
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SENTENCES TO READ for fluency practice & assessment: WORDS:
1.  Sue likes horses. Sue wants a horse. 7
2.  Her mom told her, “Not now.” 13
3.  “After you are ten I am giving you a horse.” 23
4.  “I am going out,” Mom told her, “Bring your book.” 33
5.  Sue read her book in the car. It was about horses. 44
6.  Sue saw a man with an old horse. 52
7.  The horse was too old. It had to work in the cold. 64
8.  “Hold on, Mom!” “I want to help that horse!” 73
9.  “That buggy is too big for that horse!” 81
10.  “I am going to tell that man to stop!” 90
11.  Mom told Sue, “That old horse is O.K.” 98
12.  The man said, “I am giving rides in the buggy.” 108
13.  “Bring your mom and she can ride after you.” 117
14.  Sue had a ride in the cold. 124
15.  Mom had a ride after Sue. 130
16.  Sue got to hold the horse. She was so glad. 140

Student Name_________________________
Comments:

Words__________

Date___________

C-1Child will read the sentences below. Listener will note words missed 
and subtract them from total read in one minute. 
(Additional words to know: Sue, horses, ten, car, buggy, ride, glad). 



after
going
man



bring
had
old



cold
her
told



giving
hold
was



Words Studied in this Book:

after her there you mine his
going send lend tend fend mend

do give giving live living dive
diving cave caving pave paving wave
waving bake baking save saving have
having was bring ring sing ping

zing string spring sting man can
tan pan plan clan land sand

hand hold cold old told bold
sold mold fold gold scold had
sad sam pam pat sat spat
slat slap spam mit or not
hid man car her at cut
us for site sit cap cape
mit mite ore note hide mane
care here ate cute use fore
cling began better far bar jar
mar tar star spar art mart
bart cart dart part find bind
mind kind grind hind off on
over under inner outer never ever
next soon boom moon loon broom
loom zoom room doom boon coon
noon were end bend send runner
eater sphere pat pan spin spins
pin pen pan span spans scan

scans fool spoof spool drool loot
lark dark park mart other another
start spark made bade fade jade
wade blade glade grade shade spade
trade came dame lame name same
tame blame flame frame shame where
there oh think pink wink stink
mink link sink rink blink brink
chink clink drink shrink ride hide
side tide wide bride chide glide



pride slide snide very five store
around bound found hound mound pound
round sound ground before sore tore
wore chore score shore snore fore
core bore more how cow bow
now sow vow brow chow plow
prow scow these phase pause browse
rise tease cruise own low blow

grow tow crow flow glow show
slow snow stow mown sown blown
flown grown shown thrown know knew
knife knee knapsack knit knickers those
nose rose pose chose hose much
such touch which pick chick flick
lick nick sick tick wick trick

stick slick stove cloud stout clout
about route day bay cay gay

hay may jay lay nay say
way yay play spray stray pary
slay don’t didn’t first fir sir
stir bird whir dirt flirt shirt

skirt squirt smirk shirk birth mirth
girth hard tar char scar spar
star bard card lard yard shard
bark dark hark lark mark park
shark spark stark arm farm harm
charm carp barn darn yarn tarp

cart dart some come done love
shove dove above does gone long
bong gong dong song tong prong

strong thong wrong walk water father
want fawn law what was watch
wash yawn lawn talk stalk balk
again belong hardy tardy party thirst
third dirty whirl smart
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